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Bullion Silver Coins 
 

Please note that coins contained in these $10.00 
face value silver bags are mostly damaged or 
worn coins. However, some bags may contain 

some above average grade coins. But, essentially 
the contents of the bags are for the pure silver 

“melt” value and not necessarily their numismatic 
value. 

 
Australian Silver Coins, 
 
$10 Face value of mixed pre-decimal 
 Aust. Silver coins dated between 
 1910-1945 .925 fine (Approx. 
 16.5 ounces pure silver)…$  850 
 
$10 Face value of 1937 Crowns 
 (20 coins) .925 fine (Approx. 
 16.8 ounces pure silver)....$  965 
 
$10 Face value of mixed pre-decimal 
 Aust. Silver coins dated between 
 1946-1964 .500 fine (Approx. 
 9.1 ounces pure silver)......$  455 
 
$10 Face value  1966  Round 50c. 
 (20 coins) .800 fine (Approx. 
 6.8 ounces pure silver)…..$  375 
 

(Lower prices can be negotiated for larger 
quantities, subject to spot silver price) 

 
New Zealand Silver Coins, 
 
$10 Face value of mixed pre-decimal 
 N.Z. Silver coins dated between 
 1933-1946 .500 fine (Approx. 
 9.1 ounces pure silver)......$  455 
 
$10 Face value of Silver $1 Proof 
 Crowns 1974 to 1990 (random) 
 (10 coins) .925 fine (Approx. 
 8.1 ounces pure silver)......$  475 
 
Great Britain Silver Coins, 
 
$10 Face value of mixed pre-decimal 
 G. B. Silver coins dated between 
 1817-1920 .925 fine (Approx. 
 16.5 ounces pure silver)…$  990 
 
$10 Face value of mixed pre-decimal 
 G. B. Silver coins dated between 
 1921-1946 .500 fine (Approx. 
 9.1 ounces pure silver)......$  545 
 
New Guinea Silver Shillings, 
 
$10 Face value of mixed silver shillings 
 of New Guinea dated between 
 1935-1945 .925 fine (Approx. 
 16 ounces pure silver)…...$  835 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Silver “Bullion” coins also available 
from Canada, South Africa, USA, etc. 

Please write or telephone with your 
requirements. 

 
 

(Please allow extra postage for bulk 
orders. Any excess postage will be 

refunded. Larger quantities are 
available, please ring for our 

competitive prices) 


